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THE MONITOR
President’s Message
The amount of violence that occurs on a daily basis in
the Emergency Department and other healthcare settings is troubling. On Easter Sunday, Los Angeles
County had two separate stabbings take place at two
different hospitals. As president of Cal ENA, I have
responded to multiple emails describing physical assaults that have occurred in EDs throughout the state.
Violence is not “part of the job” for healthcare workers. At the state level, Cal ENA members are in the
process of submitting legislation to deter violent assaults on ED and other healthcare workers. Current
law does not support assault on a healthcare worker
in a hospital setting—it is a hand slap. IF Police, Fire
or EMTs are assaulted in the field it is considered a
felony offense. ED nurses and other healthcare professionals should be afforded the same protections.
Over the coming months as we begin meeting with
our state Senators and Assembly people, I would ask
you, the membership, to pen a note to your representative and tell your story. Did the police respond?
Did they arrest the individual? Was there any follow
up from the courts? Did that person serve any time
for assaulting you? Many years ago I worked in East
LA and I had a Bowie knife pulled on me. If not for
the fact the bad guy was approximately 400 pounds
and couldn’t move as fast as me—I would have been
stabbed. Police responded and took the man into custody—I never heard anything else about the case. I
was never subpoenaed for court and when I made
phone calls to see what the status of his arrest was-no
information was available. A few weeks ago I had a
conversation with a local police officer and asked
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him his thoughts about assault and battery on ED
staff. He thought it was part of our job and didn’t see
any reason to make it a felony unless there were permanent injuries or death. Really! It is time to
change this mind set. This legislation has passed in
other states. Please join Cal ENA this year as we
make changes in the law to punish violent offenders
in our EDs.
"Deficio paro est paratio delinquo"
Carole Snyder, RN

Case study from SF ENA Symposium on April 14.

Volunteer Opportunity
Mark is retiring! I’d be happy to talk
with anyone interested in running the
Monitor, the web site or both. I’ll be
happy to mentor and get you started.
You are welcome to implement your
own ideas for the continuation of the
newsletter and the web site.
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State Council Update
Sacramento Meeting - March 20, 2014

sessions during morning of State Council.
Peds & GAC may use 2 sessions.
Succession planning – please plan ahead and let
Board know as soon as possible
Day on the Hill is still May 6-7.

Treasurer’s Report
Net Worth report was presented. The 2014 Budget is
reduced due to the California dues decrease several
years ago. BOD expenses are reduced. Wells Fargo is
updating signers on chapter accounts
National Update – Matt Powers
Tax Board status – something is wrong with our taxImproving communication from national board,
exempt status. We are not a 501c-3 org, but a 501c-6.
keeping things open;
Some say we sent in papers to be in alignment with
Our CE process is being done well;
national, but the state says no. We will remain a 501c2015 conference in Orlando will include Leader6 for this year, until we can correct it next year.
ship and be 5 days long. Morning and afterOur Accountant says we need to have a W-9 on file
noon schedules will be rearranged;
for everyone we pay for services rendered (teaching,
ENA is inancially strong and operating at 70% of
course direction). Suggested we have a permanent
reserves;
address so we can be found by tax board. We are
GENE is up and online. AARP loves the course.
looking at several options to have a PO Box or have
It is totally new, so you have to retake it;
mail forwarded/scanned to us.
CATN should be up by December;
Reimbursement procedures have been followed inTrauma system funding and mental health day
consistently. P&P is being re-written so it will be
programs are primary GAC concerns;
clear to all and use less paper.
ENA now has 43,327 members out of
180,000 ED RNs in the US;
President’s Report
Lantern Award is strong – 50 applicaState President’s call gave
tions this year, reviewing through the
her a lot of info. Variend of May. Stanford got it 2 years
ous committees have
ago and Cedars Sinai this year;
quarterly calls, please
11 clinical resolutions for next year’s
let Carol know if you
GA.
can’t make one of
yours.
Board Reports
Poison centers are fiEMSA report – community paramednanced through 2019.
ic, health info exchange is getting a lot
State Achievement Award documentation – let
of records and it may lead to funding. Core
Carol know if your area is doing anything spemeasures were due the end of March. In 2015
cial that may count towards our award.
will be moving to national NIMSA for imEmployer letters – let her know if you want one.
proved info exchange.
Letter to CHA about their Trauma Com. Heather
Venezio to replace Terri Sturgill on committee Unfinished Business
Nurse License Compact – we do not support this
IRB for the Violence Survey is finished and next
and we sent a letter to national.
steps to be sent to Monitor;
Letters sent:
Monterey is working with Loma Prieta – LP is
to EMSA about use of First Aid;
holding their funds for now;
Trauma letter responded to by board – brief
Still collecting CVs from BOD and committee
version read by Carole;
chairs. Confidentiality signatures needed for
State meeting sites – will solicit input from
chapter officers. Get a copy from Carole;
members.
Policies worked on by board yesterday during and
Committee meeting times – now will be three 60”
May 2014
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State Council Update/Chapter News
after March meeting. There will be a link on
the web by May;
Scholarship apps—none have been received. Need
to get them to Carole by May 15;
Email options reconsidered, Elite is difficult, so
board is looking into other options;
Treasurer insurance premiums, do we need to increase the rider? Checking who national uses;
Stipends, make sure you differentiate stipends and
per diems on forms;
If you pay anyone for any services, need to fill out
a W-9, with copy to David;
Need a newsletter editor to replace Mark;
Exhibitors may require a list of attendees with
email addresses;
Election cycle to remain in place as it is in alignment with national. Will be calling for nominations at May meeting.

Wounded Warrior Project. It was an excellent presentation and we would suggest this as a future state topic. The chapter is going to discuss adopting a warrior
or warrior family. Our Annual Update will be in June
this year.
Jan Ogar
Northern LA – We earned more than $400 at our
Chili’s giveback night and more than $500 for the raffle that we had at that time. We had a guest speaker
discuss Sepsis Protocol in the ED at our February
meeting. We are having an educational opportunity
and offering CEs at our April meeting. The topic will
be ED Treatment of Adult and Pediatric Burns. We
are continuing our ENA shirt sale fundraiser. We are
always looking for new members and encouraging ED
nurses to join their local chapter.
Melissa Renfro

Orange Coast – held a meeting in January. We had a
meal and in-service sponsored by Zoll Medical. We
Chapter Reports
had 25 members in attendance. We introduced our
Greater Los Angeles – held a meeting in January
new board members. We have two resolutions to subwith growing membership attendance!
mit to the national Resolutions Committee:
Our 2014 goals were discussed, with two main foci:
Mild Traumatic Brain Injury, authored by Kathy
supporting/participating in the Workplace ED VioVanDusen;
lence Study and monitoring benefits of the CommuniPrescription Drug Abuse, authored by Terri Arruda.
ty Paramedicine project. GLA member Jeanie Kilby We have our next meeting May 14 at Chapman Medideveloped Challenge Coins for EMS Educators, EMS cal Center. We will be holding a CEN Review over 2
personnel and ED nurses. A significant portion of the days in July.
funds raised will go to GLA chapter for our scholarKathy VanDusen
ship fund.
H. Neegahoshin Sacramento – we have a joint conference with the
local AACN chapter: Bombings, Shootings, and CasuInland Empire – we meet monthly on the third
alties, Oh My! on April 9. We are planning our educaThursday of each month. Our chapter donated $200 to tional event for April 30. This will be our second SimENAF. 500 “Trauma T-shirts” have been ordered in
ulation Event – last year’s was very popular. Our Febboth Navy Blue backgrounds and white with both
ruary meeting was well-attended with a CEN Jeopardy
“Nurse” and “Staff” stenciled on the back. Our annual game that had six hospitals represented. We had a
Timely Topics educational program is on the books for large group of Sacramento chapter members who atFriday, April 17, 2015 at Desert Regional Medical
tended Leadership in Phoenix last month. Andrea PerCenter, entitled “Let’s Get Psyched!!”
ry and Jen Denno were faculty at the national conferVicki Dippner Robertson ence.
Jen Denno
Kern – We were going to do a TNCC class this
month, but it had to be postponed – date TBA
San Diego – we are putting the final touches on our
Lark Bowyer 2014 911 Conference taking place on April 25 at the
La Mesa Community Center. For additional inforLoma Prieta – new officers were installed: Diane St. mation, refer to our web site: www.SanDiegoENA.org
Denis is president, Kelly Johnson is President-elect.
We are in the early stages of planning a joint EducaThe February meeting featured a speaker from the
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Chapter News
tional Dinner event with the Orange Coast chapter,
tentatively planned for May. Applications for our annual chapter scholarships were due on March 31.
Diane L. Idman-Gervais
San Francisco - We had our first Emergency Nursing
Update on April 14 at San Francisco General Hospital, an all-day class set-up by our president, Cheryl
Randolph. With speakers on Tatoos, piercings and
palliative care. Over 100 nurses attended and the
chapter made a profit of over $5700!
By the way, our site was just redesigned by the person
who does Cheryl’s Paragon Education site. We paid a
small fee, but it is more refined and easier to maintain. We are keeping our name, but now use Weebly
to maintain the site.
Mark Wandro, RN
Superior – New officers for 2014: Jessica Howard,
Kara Davis, Lynda
Gomes. We are cosponsoring a TNCC
with CalOre Life
Flight on March 2223, 2014. We are also looking for sponsors to hold a dinner
for Board-Certified
RNs.
Stacie Crain
Committee Reports
EMS
Community Paramedicine may be referred to as an
integrated health care program. A list of talking points
were reviewed and the committee voted to support
these common points:
Be based on a hospital health care system or community health care. It needs assessment;
Be integrated and in coordination with the existing
health care delivery systems and providers;
Be supported by an education program approved
by the local EMS agency medical director that
is consistent with the functions of the community paramedic/provider role and enhances or
exceeds the basic level of education;
Have appropriate medical oversight by the local
EMS medical director within the framework
of approved protocols, an approved pilot proMay 2014

gram or by regulation;
Have a quality improvement program with processes for review of data and measurable outcomes;
Program will show method of financial and administrative sustainability.
These points will help all of us answer questions
about community paramedicine.
At present, 13 pilot programs have been accepted.
These programs can be divided as follows:
Alternate destinations – 4;
Follow-up for post-discharged patients – 6;
911 abusers – 2;
Hospice – 1;
TB patients – 1.
Judy Scott
EMS Commission
The commission met in Los Angeles on March 19.
The next meeting will be held June 18 in Sacramento.
The EMS Authority
has proposed revisions to the First
Aid Standards for
Public Safety Personnel. The proposed changes to
the regulations include replacing the
outdated curriculum
for the First Responder course with
the current National EMS curriculum; adding additional skills such as epinephrine, oxygen, hemostatic
dressings and tourniquets, and training elements of
Tactical First Aid. There were many changes incorporated based on the comments received from the prepublic comment period, including those submitted by
Cal ENA.
Efforts to move the Community Paramedicine pilot
are progressing. One pilot site has withdrawn so there
are 12 pilot projects proposed. There will be a public
meeting in Sacramento on April 9th with OSHPD in
regards to the pilot programs. The proposed implementation date has been moved to Jan 2015 to allow
for the curriculum training to be extended from August to Nov 2014.
The Chapter 13 Task Force is still meeting with the
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Committee News
core group. They are trying to find some common
Leadership Conference program was reviewed.
ground and are writing language to make changes in
Kara, Louise and nurse Hansen did a panel discusthe state regulations.
sion - ER Nurse View Transforming your ED staff
Linda Broyles
into an ED Pit Crew.
Candidates’ forum was excellent. When will CandiENA FUNdraiser
dates Forum be next year without Leadership?
The screening of The Waiting Room at Leadership in
(Probably online)
Phoenix was well attended with excellent discussion
afterwards with Director Peter Nicks.
Bills:
The Judith C. Kelleher Scholarship is endowed in
SB 22 Mental health services in hospitals—support,
perpetuity.
may decrease overload of MH pts in some EDs;
There is a new report on the ENA Foundation that
shows what State Councils have given annually since SB 55 Ignition interlock - oppose, requires expense
of buying device;
2009. It reveals that California members have been
the recipients of nearly $270,000 in scholarships, pro- AB939 AED in schools—support;
gram and research grants.
AB 1621 watch – requires that data on local EMS
The State Challenge theme this year is actually Build- runs be sent electronically to the state. Does not ining a Strong Foundation (not as I reported in Januclude funding and many rural agencies still use paper
ary). We have currently raised $730 and today’s op- and can’t file electronically. Most of the info is alportunity drawing raised $327. The State Challenge ready being reported voluntarily. EMSA is saying
ends on May 31st, I encourage individuals and chapthat HIPPA is not intended to prevent providers from
ters to make their donations by then. We hope to raise
a minimum of $5000 so that we can name a scholar- sharing data under the QI directives;
ship. Be sure that you designate your donation to Cal AB 1598 encouraging cooperation and tactical protocols that allow police and medics to work together to
ENA State Challenge. All the donations go towards
save lives of active shooter incident victims . There
scholarships.
Thanks to the Sacramento chapter members, Sutter
are no statewide tactical medicine protocols. This a
Health and North Bay Medical for the donation of
fight between law and fire about who has responsibiltoday’s give-aways.
ity for training staff for these active shooter incidents.
Diane Schertz It is about getting victims and officers out of hot
zones when they are wounded.
Government Affairs
AB 2406 addressing the probOur Leg Day had 20 in
lem of frequent flyers, abuse
attendance. Made visits
and misuse of EMS and ED
to every legislator exservices. There is a fine line
cept those on the 6th
between EMTALA and defloor.
creasing misuse.
Debbie Rogers did a
SB 580 Victims of Crime—
great presentation in
Discussed at Leg Day. Would
am;
be nice to see what the 3 exDistributed our legisisting programs are at SF, LA
lative priorities at
and LB?
capitol;
AB 2217 – AEDs in schools.
Freddie Rodriguez left
This bill is to replace last
his committee meetsession’s effort.
ing and came to
AB 1975 – spot bill about ED
meet with our reps
regulations, undetermined so far.
when he heard we were in his office!
SB 388 – might restrict clinical investigations withACEP Leg Day is on June 22 in Sacramento
out a union rep.
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Committee News
SB 906 - About primary PCIs at out-of-hospital centers
SB 1266 – another Epi-pen bill for use in schools,
Huff sponsoring, revising earlier bill. Schools can give
5 drugs: epi, bronchodilators, insulin +, push is to get
more prescription out to lay public.
SB 1357 – POLST to become available electronically
so hospitals can read the original.
Kara Davis

Membership
When new members join ENA they are not always
assigned to a Chapter. When reviewing the monthly
membership new unassigned members are noted on
the end of the roster. I assign them to Chapter based
on their mailing address and zip code. If for any reason you would want to be part of another Chapter, you
must do so through National ENA at www.ena.org
Chapters

Jan

Feb

Mar

April

Leadership/Practice
We finalized the IRB application for the Violence
Study. The application will be submitted through
Chesapeake next week. The committee reviewed 2
resolution proposals that have been submitted to the
Resolutions Committee for approval at national General Assembly in Indianapolis in October. The committee discussed alarm fatigue and challenges working
at a union hospital.
Kathy VanDusen

East Bay

307
485
292
310
444
287
265
472
315
145
126
66
125
3639

307
492
292
313
437
276
264
478
322
151
126
65
126
3649

312
503
297
320
445
291
271
491
326
154
128
68
129
3735

319
496
291
317
443
320
272
489
318
157
130
70
130
3752

Monitor/Web
The printed March Monitor was available at the
meeting. You can always download digital copies on
the web site. Be sure to fill out the Chapter/Committee
Report forms that are available on the web on the
Documents page.
Currently the Monitor carries sponsorship graphics for
OBP Medical. OBP is featuring their new disposable
laryngoscope. Please support them. A notice is posted
on the Cal ENA Facebook page when a new edition is
available.
The web site has been updated with info on our August conference in Tahoe. Several chapters have updated their pages and list upcoming events. If you
have your own website or Facebook, let me know on
your report and I will include the link. The Education
page lists ENPC, TNCC and CEN Review courses that
members have told me about. I will be happy to post
any events for your chapters.
I’d also love to talk with anyone interested in running
the Monitor, the web site or both. I’ll can mentor you
to get you started. The San Francisco chapter recently
hired someone to redesign their chapter using Weebly.
It is a very clean design and was not expensive. You
can see it at: http://sfena.weebly.com/ It is possible
that someone could use that software to redesign the
state web site, as it may be more user-friendly.
Mark Wandro

May 2014

GLA
Mid Valley
Orange Coast
San Diego
San Francisco
Loma Prieta
Sacramento
Inland Empire
Channel Islands
Superior
Kern
No. LA
Total

Remind members to keep their email, mailing address and phone numbers current with the National
ENA office. This helps provide communication to our
members, especially since we are using electronic
methods of communication.
If you have any questions please don’t hesitated to
contact me via email at tsturgill6@yahoo.com. I will
do my best to help with any questions or information
needed.
Starting in April, I will be emailing the new member
list and the expiring member list to the Chapter Presidents. This will allow you to see your new members
and welcome them to your chapter and provide them
with information regarding your meetings. Also, you
may contact the expiring members to encourage them
to rejoin or as to why they are letting their membership expire.
Terri Sturgill
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Committee News/Social Media & CEN
Quality, Safety & Injury Prevention
Violence Study
Marcus provided update on the status of the Violence
Project Survey. The IRB is about to be submitted, then
the feasibility study will be conducted in Ventura in
June, if all goes well. As soon as August, the 15 hospitals will be chosen and the actual survey may begin.
Marcus will give us a report at the August meeting.
We will just oversee and don’t have to actually run the
survey, Marcus will.
Our 2014 Priorities are:
Oversight of the Violence Project/Grant;
Alarm Fatigue;
Use Christy’s article and conduct research to
do an article for JEN;
Standardizing Code color designation, refer to national ISQIP.
Psychiatric patients in the ED
UCD and others use solid blue gowns for
psych pts to help find them if they wander
through the building.
Violence Education
Wait until completion of Violence Study and
then re-introduce it as a priority;
California Update
Human Trafficking - posting of public notices reviewed – see handout. EDs are required to post in
a public place. Might be good to post in restrooms.
(SB 1193)
Safe Kids in cars brochure.
Patrice Christensen

table at the Pediatric Pre-course, Get Ready for Kids
on May 19th from 0700-1700 prior to CFEDwest. Cost
is $85.
Vickie Dippner-Robertson

Pediatric Committee
We discussed strategic changes for the
State Council meetings in the future –
specifically at the
Riverside meeting,
we will meet for one
hour. Grant funding
availability was discussed, providing
ENPC classes for
under-served areas.
Focus presently is in the North. Staci Crain will oversee both Provider and Instructor courses in the North.
Cal ENA Peds Committee will have an information

Implementation
Facebook is available as an application for
smartphones, tablets, and personal computers.
It features private groups that require an invitation for content to be seen. The ability to
add pictures and files made this the best app
for trialing a CEN prep group amongst the
staff nurses in the Emergency Department at
the University of California, Davis Medical
Center. The idea began as a challenge among
a small group of nurses but many colleagues
expressed enthusiasm for participating. A
small private group was started, and utilizing
existing “Facebook friend” networks as well as
word-of-mouth, new members were invited. Every
few days questions were posted with a theme, “Tachy
Tuesday”, “Trauma Thursday”, etc. Members became
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Using Social Media to Promote the CEN
Background
In today’s busy lives, it is difficult to form study
groups or to get days off for classes. The use of social
media among nurses across all age groups (digital native to digital naïve) is increasing. More digital-naïve
nurses are becoming accustomed to technology in
their workplace with electronic health records and in
their daily lives with smartphones. The Certified
Emergency Nurse (CEN) certification is specific to
emergency nursing and measures the attainment of a
defined body of nursing knowledge pertinent to that
specialty. Currently, more than 28,000 nurses hold the
CEN certification. Some of the goals of promoting the
CEN include:
 Establishing a level of knowledge, competency,
requirements and achievements;
 Measuring the attainment of a defined body of
knowledge needed to function at a current, competent
level;
 Encouraging participation in continuing education;
 Promoting professional development and career
advancement;
 Providing employers, patients and peers a mechanism to recognize knowledgeable professionals; and
Promoting self confidence

Cal ENA Monitor

ED Teamwork Saves Lives
engaged with the content material and were able to
initiate discussions of question rationales. The small
group quickly grew to 44 members with over 120
CEN review questions posted from various study
manuals. Community events hosting CEN review
classes were created in the group and served as a reminder to members to register and make arrangements
to attend.
Results
The group members embraced this use of social
media and began actively utilizing its potential to
enhance their review and provide motivation to
study for the CEN. Communication began to
evolve and awareness about the CEN was gained
throughout the emergency department. Group
members indicated they felt more engaged in the
process and used the questions posted as opportunities to hold themselves accountable to review
content. The group continued to gain attention and
facilitated the idea to celebrate certified nurses in
our unit specifically on Certified Nurses Day. The
group was formed for 4 months and 3 out of the 44
members took the necessary steps to register for
the examination who weren't already planning to
sit for the examination prior to the creation of the
Facebook group.
Lindsay Lawless BSN, RN, CNRN, Bruce Gittings,
RN MSN CNL
References
Board of Certification for Emergency Nursing. (2014). Why
certify? Retrieved from: http://www.bcencertifications.org/
Why-Certify.aspx
Facebook. (2014). Create a page. Retrieved from: https://
www.facebook.com/pages/create/

Saving Lives in the ED:
The 3 Stooges=Teamwork
It was a typical Emergency Department (ED)
day with its peaks and troughs in patient flow. I was
resting my arms for a few seconds at the nurses station, talking to the secretary, when I glanced at the
patient monitor screens. I am not sure what drew my
attention—there were alarms going off—but none
were the “serious” alarms we should recognize. We
all know how noisy the ED is and how easy it is to
ignore alarms. I thought I saw Torsades de Pointe on
one of the monitors. Nurses who work in the ICU
may see this rhythm often, but as an ED nurse for
over 23 years, this was my first experience in real
life. We learn about it in ACLS (advanced cardiac
May 2014

life support) and how to recognize and treat it so I was
very excited for this potential new experience.
The patient was not assigned to me so I entered
her room to verify that what I was seeing was really
Torsades. Lo and behold—it was!!! The patient was
even unresponsive and appeared to be seizing and not
a good color—bluish. I quickly found her primary
nurse and our other team nurse. We all rushed back
into the room after I verified with her RN that she
shouldn’t look this way.
I grabbed the defibrillator pads, the team RN
grabbed the defibrillator and the primary RN grabbed
the ambu bag. Our PCT (patient care technician)
heard the commotion and joined us in the room. Then
I realized that Dr. “ED” was not with us so I rushed
back out of the room and told Dr. “ED” that we were
going to defibrillate his patient if he wanted to join us.
By that time the patient had transitioned from
Torsades de Pointe to Ventricular Fibrillation and we
quickly defibrillated her, started CPR and followed
ACLS protocol. Before one minute of CPR was completed, the patient became responsive, opened her
eyes and said “did you just shock me?”
The 3 Stooges all started laughing—not only because what the patient said was funny, but because we
had just saved her life together as a well-trained team.
We now had time to reflect and determine what
may have caused her Torsades. She had been on a
train when she started having chest pain. Thankfully
she disembarked early, called 911, and was brought to
our hospital. I could just imagine what would have
happened if she would have stayed on the train and
converted to Torsades there. Would or could she have
survived?
Dr. “ED” called the cardiologist who then admitted the patient to the ICU. She had no further episodes of Torsades and went home 2 days later with
the diagnosis of “cardiac arrest”. I later discovered
she had a heart stent placed the next month and appears to be stable as she has not had to return to our
ED.
I learned many lessons from this experience:
first, teamwork is essential in the ED; second, sometimes things are exactly as they seem—i.e., alarms;
and third, saving lives can be fun.
Christine Marshall, RN MSN CEN CPEN
Clinical Nurse IV
St Joseph Emergency Dept
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Sponsors/Education

TNCC Courses
Some California courses are listed on the Cal
ENA web site: www.calena.us

Contact one of these providers for their next class:

ENPC Courses

Paragon Education
(800) 997-9937

Some California courses are listed on the Cal
ENA web site: www.calena.us

CEN Review
Classes

CME Associates
(714) 998-2208

Cathy McJannet cathy.mcjannet@usa.net
John Fazio/Anita Ruiz-Contreras
fazioruiz@comcast.net

Some California courses are listed on the Cal
ENA web site: www.calena.us

For the most up-to-date course information, go
to the national ENA web site/Education, click on
ENPC,TNCC or CATN to see courses available in
California. Please confirm dates with course
directors.
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Leg Day 2014
Cal ENA Legislative
Day attendees on capitol
grounds for lunch.

Cal ENA Legislative
Day attendees gather in
front of governor’s office by
the state bear..

Cal ENA Legislative
Day attendees meeting in
office of Hon. Freddie
Rodriguez.

All of the pictures in this issue were
taken at the Cal ENA Legislative Day
on March 19 in Sacramento, except
for the picture on the cover which is
from the San Francisco
ED Symposium on April 14.
May 2014
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Thursday, May 8, 2014
Board Meeting: 4-7pm
Friday, May 9, 2014
State Council Meeting: 8am-4pm
The Mission Inn Hotel & Spa
3649 Mission Inn Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501
951.784.0300
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